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We are very pleased to bring you the first edition of the
new and improved RN Idaho, the official publication of the
Idaho Nurses Association. Through our new partnership
with Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, we have
updated the newsletter design and format and increased its
distribution.
RN Idaho will now be distributed quarterly to every
licensed Registered Nurse and Licensed Practical Nurse
in Idaho, state legislators, employer executives and Idaho
schools of nursing, bringing our total quarterly circulation
to over 19,000!
By expanding the publication distribution and increasing
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the frequency from three to four times per year, RN
Idaho will be able to provide information on continuing
education activities, legislative issues, workplace advocacy
and professional nursing news to a much greater audience,
more frequently.
In addition to our new publisher, new look and new
format, we have assembled an excellent editorial team
comprised of INA member volunteers. Our goal is to make
sure RN Idaho is on the top of your “must read” list each
quarter.
We welcome your feedback on the new RN Idaho–
please feel free to forward your comments to me at ed@
idahonurses.org.
Enjoy!

from the Past President...
Report of the
Legislative
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Welcome to RN Idaho! As my term as President draws
to a close I find my thoughts going back to Spring of
2008, when my term was just beginning. I was undergoing
chemotherapy for breast cancer but so excited to help make
a difference for the INA—nauseous, but excited. I am a
breast cancer survivor and delighted to be one, as it sure
beats the alternative.
Many years ago, when I was 29, I discovered a lump
in my breast, but was told by my doctor it was nothing to
worry about--just a cyst. For the next 18 years I pointed
it out to each provider, always to be told it was “just a
cyst.” Then, when I was 47, I visited my current physician
for the first time. She palpated the lump and sent me for
a mammogram that same day. The radiologist, in turn,
ordered a biopsy for the next morning. It was, of course,
malignant. This was the beginning of my cancer journey.
And after a mastectomy on one side and lumpectomy
on the other, four months of chemo and two months of
radiation, daily treatment for lymphedema and nine months
of reconstructive breast surgery, I now have hair again and
some normalcy back in my life.
And oh, how I loved getting things back to normal. I put
off invitations to join the community support group. And
for the longest time I avoided reading anything about breast
cancer. It took a significant and stunning event to wake me
up and get my attention: the release last November of the
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) Guidelines
for Mammography and Breast Self-Exams, particularly for
women aged 40-50.
To give a bit of background as to why we should care
about what they have to say, the USPSTF is an agency of
the U. S. Department of Health & Human Services
Presort Standard
made up of an “independent panel of experts in
US Postage
primary care and prevention that systematically
PAID
reviews the evidence of effectiveness and develops
Permit #14
recommendations for clinical preventive services”
Princeton, MN
(USDHHS, 2009). Providers utilize USPSTF
55371
findings to guide clinical practice, and insurance
companies base payment decisions on these
guidelines. So when USPSTF publishes a position
there are far-reaching implications. And this is
what their November guidelines indicated: women
under the age of 50 without high risk factors should
not routinely be advised to obtain regular biennial
mammograms, and women ages 50-74 should
only receive mammograms every-other year.
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current resident or

by Tracy Flynn, RN, MSN

Furthermore, women should
no longer be taught breast self
exam (BSE). Period.
What
can
they
be
thinking? We nurses know
mammograms save lives. We
know that BSE save lives. But
Tracy Flynn
apparently it was determined
they don’t save enough lives
to justify the costs, including the “emotional distress”
associated with getting a mammogram. Emotional
distress? Try getting cancer!
The American Nurses Association immediately issued a
statement supporting Health & Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius, who said:
My message to women is simple. Mammograms
have always been an important life-saving tool in
the fight against breast cancer and they still are
today. Keep doing what you have been doing for
years–talk to your doctor about your individual
history, ask questions, and make the decision that is
right for you (ANA, 2009, paragraph 6).
Please. If you haven’t obtained regular mammograms,
start now. It was my physician who saved my life, but
regular mammograms started years earlier could have
prevented my cancer from advancing to Stage III. I am
unbelievably fortunate to be a breast cancer survivor. But
I’d prefer that, through early prevention efforts, you didn’t
have to become one.
References
ANA. (2009). Secretary Sebelius Statement on New Breast
Cancer Recommendations. Retrieved February 26, 2010 from:
http://nursingworld.org/HomepageCategory/NursingInsider/
Archive_1/2009-NI/Nov-09-NI/Sebelius-Statement-BreastCancer-Recommendations.aspx
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. (2010).
Screening for breast cancer: Recommendation statement.
Retrieved February 25, 2010 from http://www.ahrq.gov/clinic/
uspstf09/breastcancer/brcanrs.htm
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Guidelines for
Submissions to RN Idaho
RN Idaho (RNI), the official publication of the Idaho
Nurses Association (INA), is a peer-reviewed journal that
is published quarterly. Views expressed are solely those
of the authors or persons quoted and do not necessarily
reflect INA’s views or those of the publisher, Arthur
L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. The RNI
Editorial Board oversees this
publication and welcomes nursing
and health-related news items,
original articles, research abstracts
and other pertinent contributions.
We encourage short summaries and
brief abstracts as well as lengthier
reports and original works. An “article
for reprint” may be considered if
accompanied by written permission
from the author or publisher. Authors are
not required to be INA members.
Manuscript Format
Articles should be submitted in APA
style (6th edition) as a double-spaced WORD
document using 12 point font. Acceptable file
formats for documents are:
• WORD files in .doc format without
embedded photos (please save “down” to .doc instead
of .docx if .docx is your default file format)
• .jpg or .tiff for photographs
Submissions should include the article’s title and
the author(s) name, credentials, organization/employer
and contact information. Authors must address any
potential conflict of interest, whether financial or other,
and also identify any applicable commercial affiliation.
Submissions should be emailed as attachments to INA at
ed@idahonurses.org.

Photographs
Photographs of high resolution (300 dpi preferred)
may be submitted digitally as a separate file in .jpg or
.tiff format. Submit a signed photo release form
(available online at http://idahonurses.org/
displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=21)
and supply a caption and photo credit for each
photo. Photo release forms should be submitted
by FAX or scanned and emailed in the same
manner as manuscripts. Photographs should be
emailed in the same manner as manuscripts.
All photos become the property of INA.
Publication Selection and Rights
Articles will be selected for publication
based upon the topic of interest, adherence
to publication deadlines and guidelines,
the quality of writing, and peer review
by members of the RNI Editorial Board.
When there is space for one article and
two of equal interest are under review,
preference will be given to INA
members. RNI reserves the right to edit
articles to meet style and space limitations. One-time
publication rights are reserved by RNI.
Advertising
Product,
program,
promotional
or
service
announcements are usually considered advertisements.
To place an advertisement, please contact our publisher,
Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc., at sales@
ALDpub.com or by phone 800-626-4081.
For further questions about submission of content,
please contact the INA at ed@idahonurses.org or by phone
1-888-721-8904. The FAX number for signed photo release
forms is 404-240-0998.

RN Idaho is published by the
Idaho Nurses Association
3525 Piedmont Road
Building 5, Suite 300
Atlanta, GA 30305
Toll-free Phone: 888-721-8904
Direct Dial: 404-760-2803 Extension: 2803
Email: ed@idahonurses.org
FAX: 404-240-0998
Website: www.idahonurses.org
Editorial Board:
Tracy Flynn, RN, MSN
Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD, RN-BC
Anna Hissong, MSN, RN-BC, CCCE
Barbara McNeil, PhD, RN-BC
Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MAEd, MS (Nursing)
Ann M. Voda, PhD, RN
Lynne Weil
Dorothy M. Witmer, EdD, RN
RN Idaho welcomes comments, suggestions
and contributions. Articles, editorials and other
submissions may be sent directly to the INA office via
mail, fax or e-mail. Please call the INA office if you
have any questions.

Join INA Today
We need you!
Membership application
http://nursingworld.org/joinana.aspx
For advertising rates and information, please
contact Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc., 517
Washington Street, PO Box 216, Cedar Falls, Iowa
50613, (800) 626-4081, sales@aldpub.com. INA and
the Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. reserve
the right to reject any advertisement. Responsibility
for errors in advertising is limited to corrections in the
next issue or refund of price of advertisement.
Acceptance of advertising does not imply
endorsement or approval by the Idaho Nurses
Association of products advertised, the advertisers, or
the claims made. Rejection of an advertisement does
not imply a product offered for advertising is without
merit, or that the manufacturer lacks integrity, or that
this association disapproves of the product or its use.
INA and the Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc.
shall not be held liable for any consequences resulting
from purchase or use of an advertiser’s product.
Articles appearing in this publication express the
opinions of the authors; they do not necessarily reflect
views of the staff, board, or membership of INA or
those of the national or local associations.
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Membership
Corner
by Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN, MAED,
MS (Nursing)
Where does one look for the definition of nursing?
What are the components of the profession of nursing? By
restricting oneself only to Webster’s dictionary, a consumer
would understand nursing to be the act of breastfeeding!
However, the American Nurses Association has provided
a definition of nursing with an emphasis on the profession
of nursing:
“Nursing is the protection, promotion, and optimization
of health and abilities, prevention of illness and injury,
alleviation of suffering through the diagnosis and
treatment of human response, and advocacy in the care
of individuals, families, communities, and populations“
(American Nurses Association, 2003, page 6).
From a variety of sources (see Reference List), the
definition of nursing has evolved further to include six
essential features of professional nursing:
• Provision of a caring relationship that facilitates
health and healing,
• Attention to the range of human experiences and
responses to health and illness within the physical
and social environments,
• Integration of objective data with knowledge gained
from an appreciation of the patient or group’s
subjective experience,
• Application of scientific knowledge to the processes
of diagnosis and treatment through the use of
judgment and critical thinking,
• Advancement of professional nursing knowledge
through scholarly inquiry, and
• Influence on social and public policy to promote
social justice.”
Please note the emphasis on the definition of the
profession of nursing. An important facet of the
development of nursing as a profession arises from the
influences of the American Nurses Association. Visit the
American Nurses Association Website (www.nursingworld.
org) to view the educational, clinical, political, and cultural
supportive aspects of being a member of the nurse’s
professional organization. Being a professional involves
commitment to the profession through learned clinical
skills and practice, socioeconomic-political involvement,
advancement of nursing knowledge and practice, and
awareness of ever-changing social climates. Membership in
INA and ANA allow a “window of access” to information
and resources to assist in these endeavors.
Membership in one’s professional organization can be at
any level such as paying dues, occasional committee work,
or an active ongoing level such as serving as an officer
at the local, state or national level. Ultimately, it is your
membership which is vital to the continuing growth of the
nursing profession.
References
American Nurses Association. (2004). Nursing: Scope and
Standards of Practice. Silver Spring, MD: Author.
American Nurses Association. (2003). Nursing’s social policy
statement. (2nd ed.). Silver Spring, MD: Author.
American Nurses Association. (2001). ANA code of ethics for
nurses with interpretive statements. Silver Spring, MD: Author.
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* One low annual membership fee includes full
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Editorial Board

Tracy Flynn, RN, MSN

Anna Hissong, MSN, RN-BC, CCCE

I am delighted to be a member of the RNI Editorial
Board, and excited about our ideas for making this
publication truly ring out as the voice of the INA.
I am a relative newcomer among my colleagues on
the Team, having gone into nursing as a second career.
I spent 15 years as a Certified Public Accountant before
becoming a nurse, and though I intended to put the world
of finance behind me and never look back, I’ve found
that every nursing position I’ve held in the past 15 years
has drawn on my experience as a CPA. I am currently
an Associate Professor of Nursing at Lewis-Clark State
College in Lewiston, where I have taught for 10 years, and
it is absolutely the greatest job I have ever had. My areas
of interest are policy and politics, community health, and
nursing leadership.
I am pursuing my Doctorate in Leadership Studies with
an emphasis in Social Justice at Gonzaga University. I have
two very tolerant kids, Nate and Abbey, who hold down the
fort when I travel to Spokane for classes, as well as more
dogs and cats than we know what to do with. Any takers?

I am honored to be a new member of the RN Idaho
Editorial Team. I look forward to learning from my
colleagues to bring forward the voices of nurses in Idaho.
After raising my children to school age I returned
to school to pursue my dream of becoming a nurse. I
received my BSN from Boise State University in 1999 and
in 2008 completed my MSN in professional nursing. I am
board certified in Nursing Professional Development and
currently work in a rural facility as the Education Manager
where I am responsible for developing, implementing, and
providing health care training in all areas of the facility.
I have been a rural nurse for the last ten years. Only in a
rural hospital can you share in the delivery of a first baby,
hold the hand of a child getting stitches, and then help a
great-grandparent say good bye for the last time all in the
course of one twelve hour shift. I have found in nursing,
there is always more to learn, to see, and do. I welcome
the opportunity to share insight into rural nursing while
learning from my urban neighbors.

Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD, RN-BC
Idaho called and I answered in 2004. My husband Mike
and I left our positions at Fort Hays State University in
western Kansas and followed the trail to Lewiston. Mike
decided to retire and spend more time outdoors with our
two collie dogs. After three years, I retired from LewisClark State College where I was Professor and Division
Chair of Nursing & Health Sciences. My roots are now
firmly planted in Idaho. What a great place to live!
The Idaho Nurses Association (INA) has been
supporting the nursing profession in the State of Idaho
for over a hundred years. I have been with the American
Nurses Association for almost 30 years, currently as a
member of INA’s District 21. My editorial background
includes serving on the editorial board of The Kansas
Nurse, as manuscript referee for the Western Journal of
Nursing Research, and as a reviewer for the Handbook of
Informatics for Nurses & Healthcare Professionals (4th
ed., 2009). My own writing includes numerous articles
and published proceedings. Since I am a Board Certified
Informatics Nurse (American Nurses Credentialing
Center), most of my research activities and publications are
informatics related.
I look forward to reviewing submissions for RN Idaho.
It is great that we have such a fine new publisher. Arthur
L. Davis Publishing is known for the quality of its various
nursing publications.

Barbara McNeil, PhD, RN-BC
Hello all INA members–This is my 32nd year as an
INA member, having joined this organization just after I
graduated from nursing school and while working as an
RN at the VA Medical Center in Boise.
Currently, I am a board-certified informatics nurse who
has had 33 years of experience in nursing, specifically
research, nursing education at both graduate and
undergraduate level, healthcare informatics, and program
development and assessment/evaluation. In 2006, I retired
from Lewis-Clark State College as Professor Emerita.
Since that time I have continued to teach one course each
year and serve as research advisor for the first year medical
students at the WWAMI Medical Education Programs at
the University of Idaho/WSU-Pullman and WSU-Spokane
sites. As a board-certified informatics nurse, I serve as a
member of the American Nurse Credentialing Center’s
(ANCC) Informatics Nurse Expert Panel.
Over the most recent years, I have taken on the
role of consultant for nursing programs needing new
perspectives on curriculum development, nursing
informatics competencies, and ways to validate program
effectiveness. I continue to be an active program evaluator
for the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education
(CCNE) which is the accrediting body for graduate and
undergraduate nursing programs in the U.S.
At Gonzaga University (GU) in Spokane, Washington, I
am an adjunct faculty member teaching graduate nurses in
such courses as Curriculum Development, organizational

research methods and evidence-based practice. I am
the instructor for graduate students enrolled in nursing
educational practica and health systems leadership
practica. Working with GU nurse faculty, I have continued
to keep connected with colleagues. At GU, I assisted
with the development of a graduate informatics course,
Information and Quality Management.
My clinical interests include the care of patients with
diabetes mellitus, application of evidence-based practice,
healthcare quality/safety initiatives, quality improvement
programs, and competencies in nursing/clinical
informatics. This year, I served as a volunteer for the
Medical Reserve Corps for Idaho and worked at the H1N1
immunization pods where I visited with a few Lewis-Clark
State College former students of mine.
In other pursuits, I enjoy the challenge of learning new
languages; traveling; fly-fishing; biking; hiking; golfing;
and camping. Together with my husband and Llewellyn
setter, Dukey, I am fortunate to be able to explore the
magnificent outdoors in the Inland and Pacific Northwest.
We currently reside in the Boise area.
As a member of the RN Idaho Editorial Board, I am
honored to continue to serve my professional organization.
I look forward to reading the manuscripts submitted by
Idaho nurses across the state, of all nursing experience
levels and from varied backgrounds. We have a bright
tapestry of nursing talents in Idaho that greatly contribute
to the momentum of healthcare.

Deanna Mitchell, RN, BSN,
MAEd, MS (Nursing)
As a fifth generation native northern Idahoan, I am
excited to again be involved with Idaho Nurses Association
after two decades in California. My nursing clinical
interest area is maternal child nursing with administration
or education foci. My personal interests include my two
adult children, fishing, boating, four-wheeling, golf, travel
and any kind of poetry. The last two years were intense
while obtaining my master’s degree in nursing with writing
papers, the thesis, and the oral comprehension exam. I
usually relax through meditation and “Dr. Seuss thinking”,
or assimilating all the information in simplistic poetry.
I became a registered nurse at age nineteen. It seems
ridiculous and absurd 35 years later, but it was possible
when graduating from Lewis Clark State College with an
Associate Nursing degree. Throughout the past 3 decades
nursing has argued its technical or professional aspects, but
a well rounded education that incorporates applied sciences
and social sciences is how one becomes an excellent nurse.
Idaho Editorial Board continued on page 5
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Ann M. Voda, PhD, RN
It is an honor for me to have been invited to join
the Editorial Board of the Idaho Nurses’ Association
publication. I retired from the University of Utah College
of Nursing, Salt Lake City, UT after almost 40 years of
teaching, research, mentoring and publishing. I continue
on faculty as Professor Emerita of Nursing. In 2001 I
moved to Pocatello and while I no longer teach, I continue
my involvement with several professional societies in
addition to being a long-time member of the American
Nurses Association. Since my entry into the profession
some 40 years ago, nursing has progressed dramatically.
I believe I have been instrumental in effecting change,
along with many others, which has improved the status
of nursing as a professional discipline. Following the
award of my doctorate in physiology I and the faculty at
Utah implemented a curricular change which demanded
that more scientific, research based information be
added to the material being taught to nursing students.
In addition, my research on menstrual events and
menopause has contributed to improving women’s’ health
by debunking common myths and stereotypes about
women and the menstrual experience, e.g., “women go
mad premenstrually,” and “menopause is a disease.” I
have published several books and many research-based
articles in professional peer-reviewed journals, and am past
president of two research societies on women’s’ health. I
am eager to draw upon my past experiences to benefit the
members of the Idaho Nurses’ Association who submit
materials for publication.

Lynne Weil, INA Executive Director
I have had the pleasure of serving as the Executive
Director for the Idaho Nurses Association since February
of 2008. My experience includes over 11 years in the
association management field, working with a variety
of business and professional associations. Thanks to the
wonderful age of technology, the fact I am based in Atlanta
has not impacted my ability to provide the level of service
expected and deserved by the members, volunteers and
leadership of INA.
In my spare time, I enjoy golfing and working out–
lucky for me, my husband is both a personal trainer and
golf fitness instructor, so he keeps me on track. As a cat
and dog lover, I also volunteer with my local Humane
Society and am the “mother” of two awesome cats.
Over the past two years, I have been consistently
impressed by the dedication and determination of the
INA volunteers who work tirelessly on behalf of all nurses
in Idaho. This includes the members of our Editorial
Board who contribute their time and expertise to bring
you RN Idaho. If you are not currently a member, I
encourage you to please consider joining INA. If you are
a member, I encourage you to get involved and experience
the satisfaction of making a difference in the nursing
profession by volunteering with INA!
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Dorothy M. Witmer, EdD, RN
My nursing career began in Pennsylvania where I was
born and reared in a suburb of Philadelphia. After high
school, I entered and graduated from Philadelphia General
Hospital School of Nursing, entered the United States Air
Force Nurse Corp as a second lieutenant, completed flight
nursing school and served in Korea and throughout the Far
East as a flight nurse with the famous 801st Medical Air
Evacuation Squadron. Caring for the sick and wounded
aboard a cargo aircraft during conflict was for me the
ultimate in Air Force Nursing. I completed my first tour
of duty and remained active in the Air Force Reserves.
I returned to Philadelphia General Hospital as night
supervisor of the surgical department while earning a BSN
from Villanova University. During this time, I decided to
make a career change into community health nursing. I
continued to receive military promotions that culminated
when I was promoted to captain. I moved to Maryland,
attended the master’s program at Catholic University,
and then decided to return to Air Force Nursing. I met
my future husband from Idaho at Minot Air Force Base
in North Dakota, married, eventually had 5 children
(including first born twins), traveled as an Air Force family
throughout the United States and overseas, and taught or
worked when nursing opportunities arose. My husband’s
heartbreaking death in Turkey ended my family’s military
experiences; life in Idaho began.
My education continued during and after married
life. I earned a Master’s Degree in Community Health
from the University of Illinois, worked in community
health nursing in 3 different states. Health care education
became a strength and focal point throughout my travels.
One military assignment took us back to Pennsylvania
where I taught Community Health Nursing at Villanova
University; when in Turkey, I taught Community Health
for the University of Maryland. After returning to Idaho,
I received my doctoral degree from the University of
Idaho and then moved to Lincoln, Nebraska to become
teacher educator at the University of Nebraska. During
this time, I authored articles that appeared in national
health educational journals and a book on geriatric nursing
assistant training that was published by Brady Publishers.
Upon returning to Idaho, I became Program Manager of
Health Occupations Education for the Idaho State Division
of Professional-Technical Education (PTE). While at the
State Division of PTE, I generated and saw to fruition
many education and training programs in Idaho that were
implemented by professional-technical schools.

After leaving the State Division (1996), I started my
own consulting business in Healthcare Education and
Training that I currently operate. Publications authored
include: “Delegation” for the Idaho State Board of Nursing,
leadership programs for the Idaho Commission On Nursing
and Nursing Education, and more recently, extensive work
with the Idaho Health Care Association-Idaho Center for
Assisted Living. Publications included training programs
for directors of nursing, resident service directors,
administrators in assisted living and nursing homes, and
licensed nurses in assisted living. Concurrently, research
projects were completed for St. Luke’s Regional Medical
Center in Boise. My new challenges include coordinator
of Parish Nursing at St. John’s Cathedral in Boise and
being a member of the RN Idaho Editorial Board. I now
have my grown children and 11 grandchildren to help me
stay young and active in nursing related experiences, and
thankful for the many awards I’ve received for what I love
to do.
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Newly-Elected INA Officers
and Board of Directors

Val. Greenspan, PhD, RN, Michelle Pearson-Smith, BSN, RN, CCRN,
Lynne Weil, Tracy Flynn, RN, MSN.

FURTHERING NURSING.
ADVANCING CAREERS.
Find the best jobs and highly qualified nurses Idaho has to offer.

ONLINE CAREER CENTER
www.idahonurses.org/jobs

There are some familiar faces and some new faces among the newly-elected INA
officers and Board of Directors. Our President for the past two years, Tracy Flynn, RN,
MSN, will now serve a one-year term as Past President in order to assist the incoming
President and ensure a smooth transition. And Jeri Bigbee, PhD, APRN, FNP-BC,
FAAN, Treasurer for the past two years, has been re-elected to that position for another
two-year term.
They will be joined by incoming President Michelle Pearson Smith, BSN, RN, CCRN,
of Lewiston. Michelle is Visiting Assistant Professor of Nursing at Lewis-Clark State
College. Also joining them will be incoming Secretary Val. Greenspan, PhD, RN of
Boise State University.
Other members of the Board are Jenna Vincent, RN, President of District 21 in North
Central Idaho, and Robin Pattillo, PhD, RN, CNL, President of District 52 in the Idaho
Falls/Blackfoot region. Lynne Weil, Executive Director, maintains her key advisory role.
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2010 INA SPRING CONFERENCE
The 2010 INA Spring Conference, sponsored in
conjunction with the Idaho Public Health Association
and the Idaho Rural Health Association, was held April
30th at St. Luke’s Medical Center in Boise. Participants
warmly welcomed keynote speaker Carol Moehrle, RN,
Director of Idaho’s North Central Health District and
President-Elect of the National Association of County and
City Health Officials (NACCHO), and plenary speaker
Carmen Nevarez, MD, MPH, President of the American
Public Health Association and Public Health Institute’s
(PHI) Medical Director and Vice-President of External
Relations.
INA track breakout sessions included Diabetes
Research in the Latino Community with Dawn M.
Weiler, PhD, APRN-ANP and Leonie Sutherland, PhD,
RN; Healing Touch/Energetically Promoting Self-Care
for Nurses with Marty Downey, RN, PhD, CCRN, AHNBC, Jeannie Scepka, BSN, RN, CHTI, and Sally Suter,
BSN, FNP-c, ND; RNs and a Greener Idaho with Robin
E. Pattillo PhD, RN, CNL and Ingrid Brudenell RN, PhD;
and Idaho Immunization Program Update with Andrew
Noble.
The conference was preceded by the annual meeting of
the House of Delegates on April 29th, during which a new
legislative platform was approved. The updated platform is
crafted to be responsive to legislative issues as they arise,
and focuses on protecting nurses’ full scope of practice,
guaranteeing workplace safety, promoting consumer
education, advocating equitable, affordable access to care,
and containing healthcare costs.
The House of Delegates Meeting was followed by a
reception, where the Idaho Board of Nursing and members
of the Idaho Student Nurses Association joined us to
celebrate another thriving year.
We would like to thank the following sponsors,
exhibitors and donors, as well as the many volunteers who
gave countless hours to make this conference a success.

Platinum Sponsor
Idaho Area Health Education Center
Gold Sponsors
Arthur L. Davis Publishing
Idaho Beef Council
Exhibitors
Amgen
Boise State University–Department of Nursing
Boise State University–Master of Health Science/Center
for Study of Aging
Complex Care Hospital of Idaho
Coram Specialty Infusion
Correctional Medical Services
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center
Idaho Area Health Education Center
Idaho Beef Council
Idaho Immunization Program
Idaho Sound Beginnings - Infant Toddler Program
Idaho State University - School of Nursing
Novo Nordisk
sanofi-aventis U.S.
US Department of Health & Human Services–Office on
Women’s Health
Western Governors University
Donations
Idaho Dairy Council
Learning Zone Xpress
Venue Events Services

Robin Pattillo, PhD, RN, CNL and
Ingrid Brudenell, RN, PhD.

Poster presentation during INA reception.
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Update on Activities of the
Idaho Board of Nursing
by Sandy Evans, M.A.Ed, RN
The Idaho Board of Nursing met January 28 and 29,
2010 at the Springhill Suites by Marriott, Boise, for the
conduct of regular business. Included on the meeting
agenda were items related to nurse licensure, practice,
and education; presentation of eleven disciplinary cases
requiring formal Board action; and several key issues
related to Board governance and organization. The Board
was pleased to welcome senior students from the Boise
campus of Idaho State University and from Boise State
University’s baccalaureate nursing program, who attended
portions of the 2-day meeting. During time set aside for
‘open forum’, a period of open dialogue with the Board
scheduled as a part of each Board meeting, the students
engaged the Board in a robust discussion of the value of
continuing nursing education in assuring continued nurse
competence.
During the January meeting, Board members continued
development of their foundational philosophy on nursing
practice. Once adopted, the philosophy statement will
provide direction and consistency in addressing issues
related to practice, such as nursing’s role in consumerdirected care. Other practice and licensure-related issues
discussed by the Board included the concept of ‘absolute
bars’ to licensure, an idea that has been adopted by a small
number of state nursing boards in the country; strategies
for future Board implementation of the Consensus Model
for Regulation of Advanced Practice Nursing; and Board
application of concepts of “Just Culture” in resolving
complaints alleging substandard practice and other
Practice Act violations. In addition, the Board accepted
reports from their advisory committees for advanced
practice professional nursing and for the Program for
Recovering Nurses (PRN).
In follow-up to the Board’s October decision to deny
an application to initiate a new professional nursing
education program in Boise, a panel of nursing leaders
representing clinical facilities in the Treasure Valley was
asked to address issues related to nursing education in the

area. Panelists included Karen Hodge, Vice President for
Nursing, St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise;
Edith Irving, Vice President for Nursing, West Valley
Medical Center, Caldwell; JoAnn Clavelle, Vice President
for Nursing, St. Luke’s Regional Medical Center, Boise;
Merry Kuyper-Carson, Vice President for Nursing/Chief
Nursing Officer, Boise VA Medical Center; Sherri Rogers,
Vice President, Western Health Care Corporation, Boise;
and Dessa Lagerstrom, Education Department, St. Luke’s
Regional Medical Center and Coordinator, Clinical
Connections, Boise. Panelists discussed such issues as
the shortage of qualified nursing faculty; the increasing
numbers of nursing and other students seeking clinical
placement opportunities in Valley facilities; stressful
workloads and responsibilities of staff nurses who work
with students as mentors and preceptors in addition to
their assigned patient responsibilities; the challenges
of accommodating the clinical placement needs of all
approved programs in the valley given the recent influx of
new nursing programs; and concerns that not all programs
meet strict accreditation standards necessary for program
articulation or for employment in some facilities.
Throughout the meeting, the Board continued its workin-progress to revise current Vision and Values statements,
key components of the Board’s Strategic Plan. By
adjournment, the Board had adopted Values for 2011 and
beyond to include:
• Accountability: Acknowledging and assuming
responsibility for actions, decisions and policies
• Collaboration: Working with others and utilizing
their diverse expertise to reach solutions
• Integrity: Being honorable, forthright, and acting
with conviction based upon a firm intention to seek
the impartial truth and act justly
• Leadership: Using knowledge and experience
to influence the perceptions, understanding and
behaviors of others
• Respect: Acting with courtesy, attentiveness and
understanding in all encounters
The Board plans to finalize revision of the Vision
Statement at their April meeting.
Current Board members include Dr. Susan Odom, RN,
Moscow, Chair; Randy Hudspeth, CNS, NP, Boise, Vice
Chair; Vicki Allen, RN, Pocatello; Janine Baxter, RN,
Post Falls; China Gum, Consumer Member, Meridian; Jill
Howell, RN, Jerome; Shirley Meyer, RN, Meridian; Carrie
Nutsch, LPN, Jerome; and Rebecca Reese, LPN, Coeur
d’Alene. Board members are appointed by the Governor
to four-year terms and may be reappointed to serve up to
three consecutive terms. All nurses are reminded that
Board meetings are open to the public and the Board
welcomes input on issues and topics of interest at each
meeting. Please contact the Board office for dates of future
meetings or visit the Board’s Website at www.ibn.idaho.
gov.

Why Publish?
by Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD, RN-BC
This article is primarily
for nurses who have not
published but may be interested
in submitting an article for
publication. Nurses know how
important writing is to our
discipline. As nursing students,
early on, we became acquainted
with the writings of Florence
Nightingale. One quote often
cited is from 1859: “It may
seem a strange principle to
enunciate as the very first
requirement in a Hospital that Mary Ruth Hassett
it should do the sick no harm.”
(Lewis, 1997-2003). Our discipline developed because
nurses like Nightingale, who documented her ideas, took
the next step and disseminated them. Why not consider
submitting your thoughts for publication?
Years ago, a nursing journal editor identified reluctance
among nurses toward writing. Two conclusions were drawn
(Mirin, 1981). The first conclusion was that nurses often
see themselves as unable to write. The second conclusion
was that nurses tend to be unfamiliar with the mechanics
of getting published. Well, nurses do write effectively in
their clinical practice. They can take that ability and begin
writing to share knowledge with nursing colleagues. That
is, they can take the next step of writing for publication.
RN Idaho (RNI) provides the basic mechanics in its
“Guidelines for Submissions to RN Idaho” that can be
found on the INA website: www.idahonurses.org. When
a submission meets the guidelines, a peer review will be
done by members of the Editorial Board.
Why should you write? Happen (2005) encouraged
nurses to actively contribute to professional development
by disseminating nursing knowledge. Your valuable
knowledge and experience can benefit other nurses and
their clients. Further, nurses who publish tend to feel more
connected with their colleagues. They derive a personal
satisfaction from sharing ideas and information.
What should you write? The key is choosing something
close to your heart. Does a topic come to mind? It could
be an idea for an original nursing or health-related article.
Or perhaps you are interested in sharing an abstract about
some research conducted on your unit.
When and where should you write? Consider setting a
“start” date: this week, next month. Find a space conducive
to writing. That may be an empty conference room at
work, your kitchen table, a local library, your Mom’s den,
or an Internet cafe.
Writing is important to our discipline. Those who have
not published may be interested in submitting to RNI.
Perhaps it is time to submit your thoughts for publication.
Members of the Editorial Board look forward to receiving
your work.
Author Note
Mary Ruth Hassett, PhD, RN-BC, is a member
of the RNI Editorial Board and a Board Certified
Informatics Nurse (ANCC). Hassett retired from
Lewis-Clark State College in 2007 where she served
as Professor and Chair, Division of Nursing & Health
Sciences.
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The Stories Behind The Story:
Charting Idaho Nursing History
Authors, Verlene Kaiser, BSN, RN, FNP and
Randall Hudspeth, MS, APRN-CNS/NP, FAANP
relate their experiences in writing the book.
by Dorothy M Witmer, EdD, RN
Verlene Kaiser and Randall
Hudspeth
have
provided
outstanding
documentation
on the evolution of nursing in
Idaho with the publication of
their book, Charting Idaho
Nursing History. They wrote
that Idaho nurses “consistently
contributed
during
wars,
epidemics,
and
natural
disasters. They built hospitals,
established nursing schools,
introduced health departments
and nursing homes and
Verlene Kaiser
started home health agencies”
(Hudspeth and Kaiser, 2009, p.
vii.). Idaho’s first nurses had to
overcome huge barriers as they
forged ahead to build hospitals
and schools and a professional
nursing organization, now
the Idaho Nurses Association
(INA), that survived because of
the deep commitment of these
nursing pioneers. The book
also contains stories written by
nurses and by family members
and other contacts for deceased
nurses who made contributions
Randall Hudspeth
in Idaho.
Authors Kaiser and Hudspeth are very busy people
who took time to share their experiences in planning
and writing their book. Their stories are partly told as
they answered questions pertaining to the book writing
process. Although they worked together, they responded
individually.
Dorothy Witmer (DW): Why did you want to
write this Book?
Verlene Kaiser (VK): I have a love of history and
nursing. As state historian for the Idaho Nurses Association
(INA), I received all kinds of information about nurses.
I quickly realized the passion of the contributors; this
information needed preserving. I started organizing the
collected materials by decade and stored it. In 1983, while
state president and preparing for INA’s 75th anniversary, I
worked with INA members to establish a nursing timeline
of dates and events. The deciding factor to write the
history of Idaho nursing came when I saw stacks of boxes
in the INA office containing years of meeting minutes and
other historical items dating back to 1909. The Board of
Directors voted unanimously to store “those boxes” at the
Idaho State Historical Society. The process of archiving
INA’s records sealed the decision to write Idaho Nursing
history. I wrote the book and later collaborated with Randy
to produce the final version.
Randall, “Randy”, Hudspeth, (RH): When I was a
student nurse and a national officer in the National Student
Nurse Association (NSNA) and serving as Imprint editor,
I was fortunate to spend time with Thelma Schorr, editor
of the American Journal of Nursing (AJN). Years later
she published a book I enjoyed, Making Choices Taking
Chances, Nurse Leaders Tell Their Stories. I liked what
they had to say and felt Idaho’s nursing leader stories
paralleled many of them. For years I had in my mind to
write such a book. In 2003, I met Verlene and we realized
a common interest. The bond took and we formed a great
partnership. I don’t think either one of us could have
produced this great book alone.
DW: How did you decide what the contents should be?
VK: While researching nursing history of Idaho, I
realized organized nursing was an integral part of the
state’s history. It became very important in writing Idaho’s
nursing history to recognize the social problems being
faced from within the state and on a national level. Then
I could identify the nurses’ political and educational
responses that followed in problem solving. For example,
during World War I and II, many Idaho nurses joined the
military. Upon discharge, particularly, after World War
II, many Idaho registered nurses did not return to nursing.
They chose to stay home and raise families; decisions
that added to the nursing shortage. Practical nurses were

in demand. In 1948, INA supported both a better defined
educational program and the licensing of the practical
nurse.
RH: We knew the story was greater than a collection of
single stories and needed to include what was happening
as the state grew beyond the world of nursing. It became
a challenge to tell the real story because there were so
many inconsistencies. We decided to organize the story by
decade, but the nurses’ lives covered too many decades so
it was clearer to separate them. We collected many stories;
we tried to select the ones that we could validate as being
the most accurate.
DW: What was the most difficult part about
writing the history of Idaho nursing?
VK: Finding evidence of the nursing history and
validating the source became very time consuming and
expensive. So much of early Idaho nursing history has
been lost. I quickly learned to rely on historical societies,
historical writers, public and university libraries, other
sources from industry, and records of family members. For
example, Dr. Ted Walters of Boise was my source for his
grandmother, Alice Taylor, INA president in 1918 during
the influenza epidemic. Additionally, I found getting
nurses to tell their stories was difficult because most nurses
were very humble, saying, “I have done nothing special”.
But my constant pleading, begging, and threatening of the
looming deadline, won their stories for the book.
RH: Verlene took the primary responsibility for
working on the individual stories and I worked from her
outline to write the chapters. Completing a chapter and
then finding conflicting information and having to go back
and complete more research to finally settle on the truth
and making it an interesting read was hard. We spent a lot
of time on the phone supporting each other’s efforts, and
we know we drove our spouses crazy with messages, calls,
and asking them to proof read for us.
DW: What part of the process did you enjoy the most?
VK: Meeting nurses, their families and enjoying their
stories. I grew to appreciate the historical center’s workers
as they were delightful and supportive. These “history
caretakers” were pleased that someone was actually
writing about nurses who made the history.
RH: That would be the day the first book came off
the press and I knew we were finished with edits after 9
months of solid writing and re-writing, almost every night
and weekend. It was so much better than I ever envisioned.
Vicky Goettsche’s art work on the cover is a treasure, and
the design editor, Robert Hendricks, did a fabulous job.
DW: How do you hope the book will be used?
VK: I hope nurses will read the book and value our
rich Idaho nursing legacy. I also hope to inspire others to
document nursing history. Nurses need to know about their
roots in order to better understand how far nurses in Idaho
have traveled to arrive at where nurses are today. “If we
don’t know where we have been, we won’t know where we
are going”. By knowing this rich history of Idaho nursing,
nurses should find inspiration in “Honoring the Past
and Ensuring the Future of Nursing” as INA’s proposed
centennial theme stated.
RH: I think it is a wonderful graduation gift for new
nurses and for existing nurses during nurse recognition
week. It is an interesting read for history buffs and a great
resource for students and others who want to learn about
Idaho nurses. I am pleased that so many public libraries
have ordered it for the general public.
DW: How do you suggest that nurses document
nursing history?
VK: Documenting nursing history begins with being
involved in the professional nursing organization and the
community. Secondly, it means preserving in writing what
is happening with the practice of nursing in Idaho.
RH: Writing the story as it happens is the best means
of remembering. Too often the accounts of an event varied
and no one could actually remember it. Also, scanning
and labeling photos is helpful. So many great photos lack
identification and they become useless.
DW: Would you like to see student nurses have this
book as part of required reading?
VK: Yes. I know that the book has been purchased by
the nursing schools for their libraries. My belief is that all
student nurses should be exposed to Idaho nursing history
so they can gain a greater appreciation of the nursing
profession and value the improvement in nursing practice

and patient care.
Up to now no such
written
history
existed.
RH: We all
learn from those
who came before
us. I think students
would do well to
read the book.
DW: Have your
past nursing
experiences
influenced
the writing of this book?
VK: Working in nursing from the west coast to the east
coast opened my eyes to the differences and similarities in
nursing practice. During the research process, I was better
equipped to recognize and understand the influences
on nursing practice that nurses educated in other states
brought to Idaho.
RH: What did influence me was my appreciation
of being dedicated to something. Dedication was truly
exemplified in those nurses whose names appeared
decade after decade as leaders in Idaho nursing. They
gave selflessly. I grew up Catholic and the Sisters were a
significant part of my youth and education. While writing
this book I gained a much deeper appreciation of them
when I wrote about the incredible hardships they overcame
as pioneers in Idaho as they built 10 hospitals and started
schools of nursing. The legacies we have today are
because so many nurses gave so much of themselves and
dedicated their lives to caring for others. My own nursing
experiences are nothing in comparison.
DW: What advice do you have for nurses who
want to write a book?
VK: First and foremost, write a business plan to
establish a strong foundation and to limit future problems.
I sat down with my accountant husband and initially wrote
a business plan that was finalized by Randy and me. Next,
utilize experts for book design, copy editing, development
of a web page, and printing. Finally, a well thought out
marketing plan as part of the business plan is essential.
While the writing of the book is important, the marketing
plan for the book with timely follow through and follow up
will make or break the book’s presence.
RH: Two great pieces of advice were given to me and
are worth sharing. The first was said in jest, but so very
true. If you write about history, write about times when
most people who would remember it are either too old or
are dead. There will be fewer confusing stories that way
and less disagreement. Second, no matter how good of a
writer you think you might be, hire a professional editor
and expect each sentence to be modified.
DW: How can a person obtain this book?
VK and RH: This book is available on the website:
www.IdahoNursingHistory.com.
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The Art and
Science of Nursing
Art is nursing’s heart
History tells the story
Science explores the advances
Ethics provides the glory
Literature feeds the soul
Archaeologists dig in a quarry
Philosophy allows one to write a poem.
-by Deanna Mitchell

Parish Nursing:
Nursing In A Faith Community
by Dorothy M Witmer, EdD, RN
Parish nursing or nursing in a faith community, terms
used interchangeably, is not new. Christian deaconesses in
the early centuries responded to the teaching of Jesus and
His role as healer by “ministering to the ill and infirm of
their church community” (Obrien, 2003, p. 27). This type
of nursing has evolved through the years. Contemporary
parish nursing emerged in the 1980s when the
commanding work of Reverend Doctor Granger Westberg
coined church-based nursing as “parish nursing” (Obrien,
2003, p. 44). Reverend Westberg, a Lutheran chaplain in
Chicago, believed that the spiritual needs of a person who
is suffering may be more important than the physical
needs. He also believed the health of a person meant
the wholeness of mind, body and spirit. Westberg, now
deceased, leaves a legacy that includes the development of
the International Parish Nurse Resource Center (IPNRC).
The center sponsors an annual Westberg Symposium, a
forum for all parish nurses across the world to share ideas,
experiences and initiatives. The curriculum that is the basis
for parish nurse education was developed at the IPNRC.
It is a basic 32 hour course titled “The Basic Preparation
Course for Parish Nurses”.
The Essence of Faith Community Nursing
The term “parish nursing” is preferred by many
religious congregations that are designated as parishes.
The term “faith community nursing” is generally used
by congregations that are not designated as parishes. The
American Nurses Association (ANA), in collaboration with
the Health Ministries Association (HMA), the professional
association for nurses in this ministry, wrote the Scope and
Standards of Practice of Faith Community Nursing that
applies to both terms. This document recognizes that Faith
Community Nursing (FCN) is a specialty with its own
scope of knowledge, standards of care, and professional
performance (ANA, 2005).
The ANA defines faith community nursing as “the
specialized practice of professional nursing that focuses on
the intentional care of the spirit as part of the process of
promoting wholistic health and preventing or minimizing
illness in a faith community” (ANA, 2005, p.1.) FCN is
distinguished from other nursing specialties by what these
nurses do not do: invasive techniques, such as injections
and wound care. The primary focus is on healing the mind,
body and spirit, with the spiritual dimension being central
to the philosophy of practice. The nurse accomplishes
this by using nursing assessment skills in identifying
individuals’ and groups’ needs that include a general
health assessment of parishioners. The nurse provides
care by performing in the roles of health educator, liaison
for community resources, patient advocate, spiritual care
provider, and counselor (Holy Cross Evangelical Lutheran
Church, 2010; Obrien, 2003). Services may include but are
not limited to screening clinics, forming support groups,
conducting health educational sessions, and making visits
to patients in their homes, hospitals, nursing homes and
assisted living facilities.
Qualifications of the FCN
The FCN must be a currently registered nurse who has
several years of experience in using the nursing process and
has completed the nationally recognized basic preparation
curriculum for which a certificate is awarded. The ANA

(2005) prefers that the nurse has a bachelor’s degree in
nursing; in many situations that may not be the case. The
leaders of a parish or congregation, pastor or rector, may
have other qualifications that the nurse must meet. A nurse
as leader, usually referred to as coordinator, is expected to
have the required qualifications. Some coordinators may
be paid; often they are not (IPNRC, 2009).
Growth of Faith Community Nursing
According to the IPNRC (2009), there are approximately
12,000 parish nurses working in all 50 states in the United
States; about 35% of these nurses are compensated. Jewish
and Muslim congregations have also embraced faith based
nursing. Parish nursing is growing rapidly around the
world. Currently parish nurses are in Canada, Scotland,
England, South Africa, and many other countries.
In Idaho the number of active FCNs has grown
considerably. According to Sister Alice Mary Quintana,
CSC, Manager of Parish Health Ministry at Saint
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center in Boise, there were
approximately 8 active nurses in 1992; currently there
are 73 in Southwestern Idaho serving in 17 congregations
that she coordinates. In the year 2008-2009, parish nurses
provided 5,803 volunteer hours of service. By 2009, 125
nurses have taken the basic preparation course that Sister
Alice Mary offers once a year (A. Quintana, personal
communication, March 10, 2010).
Personal Perspective
As a nurse of many years with experiences that
transcend all kinds of nursing situations, including acute
care, military flight nursing, community health, long
term care and healthcare educational positions, and
having traveled throughout the United States and foreign
countries, I have finally found a nursing practice that
touches the heart of nursing. Although my journey in
parish nursing as a coordinator is just beginning, I see
the need and opportunity for nurses to build relationships
with patients and clients; these relationships are often not
given the priority they deserve in other areas of hectic
practice. Parish nursing allows the nurse the time to build
these relationships; the nurse has the time to listen and to
be fully present while the patient is struggling and trying
to heal. Obrien (2003) provided the research that supports
interventions by parish nurses that improved the spiritual
well-being, hope, and life satisfaction of chronically
ill patients. Knowing these outcomes are possible is
motivation for a nurse who is thinking about parish
nursing. One of my parish nurse associates summarized
her feelings as she reflected on parish nursing when she
said, “This is why I got into nursing” (C. Boyd, personal
communication, December 2, 2009). I fully agree! For
more information about parish nursing, contact Dorothy
Witmer by email: dmwitmer@cableone.net.
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Preparing Idaho Nursing Students for Rural Nursing Practice
Jeri Bigbee, PhD, RN, FNP-BC, FAAN
Jody DeMeyer Endowed Chair, Boise State
University, Department of Nursing
MaryAnn Towle, RN, MSN, MEd
Assistant Professor, Boise State University,
Department of Nursing
Buffie Main, MPA
Executive Director, Rural Connection
Meeting the need for rural nurses is an ever present
challenge, especially in predominantly rural states like
Idaho. Nurses represent nearly two thirds of all health
care providers in rural areas, however rural nurse to
population ratios are significantly lower than urban ratios
(Larson, 2003). Rural nursing is recognized as a specialty
area of “expert generalist” practice. Characteristics of
rural nursing include a generalist approach with close
community ties, increased autonomy, positive visibility in
the community, and challenges related to confidentiality
(Bigbee, 1993).
In Idaho, 67% (861,608) of the residents are classified
as rural (based on census figures from 2000) and 35 (80%)
of Idaho’s 44 counties are classified as rural (counties
without a city of 20,000 population or more) or frontier
(population density of <7 person’s per square mile). The
number of full-time nurses per capita in Idaho’s rural areas
ranked 39th in the nation (160/100,000) compared with
280/100,000 in the urban areas (Larson, 2003). According
to the Idaho Nursing Workforce Center (2005), of the 42
Idaho hospitals, 24 have 25 beds or less and are located
in rural areas (Critical Access Hospitals). Idaho’s rural
hospitals report higher nursing turnover rates and longer
replacement times than urban hospitals.
Proactive approaches to address the recruitment and
retention of well prepared nurses to rural areas in the U.S.
and internationally have included offering rural courses
and preceptorships for nursing students as part of their
educational programs (McDonough, 1992; Collins, 2002;
Baird-Crooks, 1998; Robertston, 2000; Yonge, Ferguson,
& Myrick, 2006). Research in nursing and other health
disciplines has shown that students who are introduced
to the unique aspects of rural practice as part of their
education are more likely to practice and stay in rural
areas (Wood, 1998; Van Hofwegen, Kirkham, & Harwood,
2005).
To address the rural nursing needs in Idaho, Boise
State University Department of Nursing, in cooperation
with Rural Connection (a collaboration of rural and
urban nursing leaders), offered an innovative three-credit
undergraduate elective course in rural nursing in the
summer of 2009. A unique planning group consisting of
rural nurse leaders, students, and faculty worked together
to develop the course and guided its implementation. The
purpose of the course is to provide nursing students with an
introduction to rural nursing and promote recruitment and
retention of well prepared nurses for rural communities in
Idaho. The course provides undergraduate nursing students
with a 5-week immersion experience, living and working
in a rural or frontier community in Idaho. It includes
a didactic component delivered online that focuses on
the theoretical and evidence-based foundation of the
specialty of rural nursing along with a clinical practicum

in which the students are introduced to a variety of nursing
experiences in the community and the Critical Access
Hospital. Students also participate in a group research
project focusing on local community health assets.
A total of six undergraduate students were selected
to take the course and assigned in teams to three rural/
frontier communities–Grangeville, McCall, and Ketchum.
Tuition support was provided through the Jody DeMeyer
Endowment and housing was provided by the host
communities. The students completed 90 supervised
clinical hours under the direction of clinical preceptors
provided by the clinical agencies in collaboration with the
faculty. Students worked both day and night shifts in all
areas of the hospital. All preceptors had completed the
Nurses as Teachers preceptor training provided through
Rural Connection.
The results of the course were most encouraging.
Feedback from students and agency personnel was
very positive. Comments from nursing leaders from
participating hospitals included:
• “As a critical access CNO, I appreciate the
opportunity to turn students on to rural nursing.
I believe these students learned that rural nursing
isn’t a retirement strategy but a career opportunity
that presents many exciting challenges as a unique
nursing specialty.”
• “We have often heard from our nursing staff that
having students is inspiring. They are inspired to
strengthen their knowledge and communication
skills in that special relationship with a student–and
some feel it has not only enriched their career but
renewed it! With our recent rotation of students for
the purpose of having a ‘rural’ clinical experience,
our preceptor staff were validated and recognized for
their unique contribution, and our students developed
an appreciation for both the challenges and the many
rewards of nursing in the rural environment.”
Student comments also reflected the course successes:
• “I am really happy to be getting this rural experience
because I think it will have a very positive impact on
my nursing career!... I love that rural nursing takes
advantage of all the skills a nurse learns in school
and allows so much flexibility.”
The students gained highly varied and challenging
clinical experiences, consistent with the unique “expert
generalist” nature of rural nursing practice. They had
the opportunity to practice a variety of skills and gain
experience in challenging clinical areas including OB, ER,
surgery, pediatrics, and long term care (sometimes all in
the same shift!).
• “During one night I went from working with
medical-surgical patients, to a code in the ER, to
helping in the OR, and back to med-surg where my
preceptor and I also picked up a mother-baby room
as our patients.”

The students particularly enjoyed the family-like
support among of rural nursing staff and the welcoming
nature of rural communities.
• “I have seen a very different type of health care
delivery than in urban hospitals that is both much
more informal and more personalized”.
• “It seems to me, that because these rural facilities
are so much more intimate than the urban facilities,
the staff takes much more pride in their work.”
All the students indicated that they plan to practice in
rural areas in the future and would recommend this course
to their peers.
This collaborative effort proved highly effective
in providing a high quality educational experience
for students while promoting rural nursing practice,
recruitment and retention. We hope to offer the course
again in the future and expand to more communities.
The authors wish to thank all our community partners
and especially the members of the Rural Nursing Course
Planning Committee:
Jan Appel, RN, McCall Memorial Hospital
Sharon Kensinger, MSN, NEA-BC, VP Nursing &
Patient Care Services, St. Luke’s Wood River
Medical Center
Jessica Nelson, RN, Nursing Student, Boise State
University, Department of Nursing
Camerin Saleen, Nursing Student, Boise State
University, Department of Nursing
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Northwest Rural
Nurse Residency:
Transition-toPractice
by Deana L. Molinari, PhD, RN, CNS
Rural nurses are required to have a breadth and depth of
knowledge unparalleled in other specialty nursing fields.
The immense generalist role of the rural nurse often leads
to early burnout and high turnover rates when compared
with more urban nurse roles (up to 65% in the first year
of practice). Residency or Transition-to-Practice programs
have been shown to be an effective means of reducing the
turnover of new and transitioning nurses, improving their
job satisfaction, and hastening critical thinking skills.
And so, it is with great excitement that Idaho State
University (ISU) developed the Northwest Rural Nurse
Residency (NWRNR) program. Participants receive all
of their training (64 hours of seminars and a 104-hour
supervised clinical experience) ‘at home’ in their own
facilities and communities from top-notch rural nurse
experts. Using new technologies like Web-conferencing
and high tech simulation make it possible for the program
to be offered at no cost to participants. Program faculty
and staff provide support and information for preceptors,
residents and nurse administrators to help ensure a flexible,
locally-adapted, successful completion of the 12-month
program.
The next session begins in June, 2010. Applications are
accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. Be one of the
first facilities in your area to boast the employment of rural
nurse specialists while enjoying the benefits of improved
clinical performance and lower nurse turnover.
To learn more about the NWRNR please call the ISU
Office of Professional Development at (208) 282-2982,
email at nurseopd@isu.edu or visit the NWRNR Website
at http://www.isu.edu/nursing/opd/nwrnr.shtml.
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Report of the

Legislative Committee

by Pat Lazure
As Chair of the INA Legislative Committee I am
pleased to provide you with this update on healthcarerelated activities during the course of the past year. I last
reported to you at the end of the successful 2008-2009
legislative session, but legislators continued to be busy
after the end of the official session.
The Legislative Health Care Task Force met several
times over the summer to prepare for the upcoming session,
discussing issues such as insurance for State employees,
pediatric immunizations, funding for treatment of cystic
fibrosis, creation of a pilot program to provide emergency
medical care at a distance, and national healthcare reform.
The Task Force created the Immunization
Subcommittee to address the fact that Idaho ranks last
among the states in childhood immunization rates, 60.4%,
compared to the national average of 76.1%. The issue came
up later during the 2009-2010 session.
Monitoring legislative activity is the first step in
advocating for healthcare policy that affects your patients
and your profession. The second step? Contact your
legislators and make yourself heard! To find out who
your legislators are, visit http://legislature.idaho.gov/
who’smylegislator.htm.

Final Report of the
2010 Legislative Session
Here is an assessment of the session “losers”
published by AARP:
Idahoans struggling with high health care costs: The
Idaho Health Freedom Act (House Bill 391), introduced
by Rep. Jim Clark, spends $100,000 or more on a lawsuit
against the federal government that could cost Idaho its
federal health care matching funds of $1.6 billion, while
keeping Idahoans from benefiting from measures that
provide affordable access to health insurance and closes
the Medicare Part D prescription drug “doughnut hole.”
Living wills, advance directives, or other end of life
instructions: (Senate Bill 1353), introduced by Senator
Chuck Winder, will allow all health care professionals
(from doctors to dieticians); to refuse to provide any “end
of life care and treatment” that violates their “conscience.”
That means living wills, advance directives, or any other
end of life instructions can be ignored. Despite thousands
of AARP members and the public voicing strong
opposition to the inclusion of the language in the bill, the
bill became law.
Children, families & the elderly: As more Idahoans
are forced to turn to Medicaid for health care services,
$22 million in cuts (over $100 million coupled with the
federal matching funds) will mean services and access get
scaled back. While more cuts to health care providers who
deliver critical home and community based services could
prematurely force some older Idahoans into costly nursing
homes.

Bills That Passed
Physician Assistant Supervision and Practice
Ownership. This bill would amend the supervision
requirements for physician assistants and allow PA’s to
own medical practices.
Health care worker freedom of conscience. This
legislation would extend conscience protections to other
licensed health care professionals in certain circumstances,
including “ abortion, dispensation of an abortifacient drug,
human embryonic stem cell research, treatment regimens
utilizing human embryonic stem cells, human embryo
cloning, or end of life treatment and care”. Status: Gov.
Butch Otter allowed the health care “conscience” bill to
become law without his signature. According to Betsy
Russell of the Spokesman Review, the Governor stated:
“Forcing healthcare professionals to provide services
they find morally objectionable is unacceptable; however,
negatively impacting patients’ rights–especially when it
comes to end-of-life decisions–is equally problematic.
While I am comforted that SB 1353 provides for
emergency care in life-threatening situations regardless
of a provider’s moral objection until another healthcare
provider is found, we know this will be a small percentage
of cases. Greater care must be taken to ensure decisions
within living wills and powers of attorney concerning endof-life treatment are honored without additional burdens on
the patient or family.”
Convert child immunization registry to opt out system.
(Sponsored by the Idaho Medical Association). The bill
would allow Idaho’s Immunization Reminder Information
System (IRIS) to provide more complete information
regarding immunizations of patients to physicians and
other health care providers. Children would automatically
be enrolled in this program unless their parent chooses to
opt out of the program.
Health Freedom Act. This bill would prohibit the
federal government from requiring citizens of the state
of Idaho to carry health insurance and would authorize
the Idaho Attorney General’s Office to pursue litigation
to challenge any such federal law. In debate the bill’s cosponsors contended that federal health reform mandating
individuals to have health insurance would be a costly and
unconstitutional expansion of the federal government. The
lawmakers who opposed the bill argued that the bill is
premature given that federal health reform has not yet been
enacted, that something must be done about the current
costs of health care, and that the bill would entangle the
state in costly litigation.
Allowing Public Health Nurses to Refill Certain
Prescriptions. (Sponsored by the Public Health Districts).
This bill would allow nurses working for public health
districts to refill certain preventative medication
prescriptions.
Hospice house/agency, deemed status. This bill is
intended to allow a hospice agency to build a hospice
house without being required to meet state certification
or licensure requirements, so long as certain federal
guidelines are met.
Addressing Pharmaceutical Water Pollution. This
bill would allow unused medications to be delivered to
authorized individuals for disposal. In conjunction with
federal legislative proposals, this bill is one step in part of
a solution to address the problem of water supplies being
polluted by chemicals contained in un-used medications
and other personal care products.
Bills That Failed
Bicycle/Motor Vehicle Safety. These bills address
a variety of safety issues relating to bicycles and motor
vehicles, including a $75 fine for all infractions involving
bicycles that would be placed in a fund the Idaho Safe
Routes to School Program; setting forth duties in relation
to vehicles passing bicycles; requiring bicycles on roadways
to have adequate brakes; and prohibiting harassment (i.e.,
honking horn, shouting, etc.) of cyclists by vehicle drivers.
Texting While Driving. Amends existing law to provide
that texting while driving a motor vehicle shall constitute
inattentive driving.
Business Tax Credits for Creation of Jobs with Health
Insurance Benefits. This bill would provide a $2000 tax
credit to a business for each new job created that pays
more than $35,000 a year and provides health insurance
benefits.
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Research and Innovation:
The Magnet Journey Continues
by Marian Wilson, MPH, RN, CHPN
A year has passed since I was hired as Clinical
Research Coordinator at Kootenai Medical Center (KMC),
a 246-bed acute care, district hospital in northern Idaho.
KMC was designated a Magnet institution in 2006 by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC). Magnet
hospitals are required to have research and evidence-based
practice “disseminated and enculturated” throughout the
organization (ANCC, 2008). My position was created to
assure our organization would meet this expectation.
Research Coordinator Role
Moving from direct patient care to research coordinator
was a drastic transition. Many individuals, including my
family and co-workers, have asked what it is a research
coordinator does. The answer is simple: I do whatever
needs to be done to complete a research project. For
example, I work closely with nurses to engage them in the
research process. Nurses have many responsibilities and
stressors to balance, and research seems like just one more
item for their “to do” list. It may be a hard sell to convince
nurses to take the extra steps that are needed to conduct
a research project such as reviewing current literature,
choosing study designs, and writing an Institutional
Review Board proposal. There are data collection tools and
surveys to create, data to analyze, and results to compile.
Attention must be paid to maintaining study integrity,
as there are always a few obstacles and glitches in the
research process. Potential subjects must be enrolled, and
regular meetings with research team members are needed
to assure the project is running as planned. Once a research
study is completed, the findings need to be shared,
potential conferences identified, abstracts written, and
posters designed and printed for presentations. A search
for journals is conducted to identify potential publication
opportunities. Manuscripts are then written, revised and
resubmitted as needed.
The ANCC expects Magnet organizations to “lead
the reformation of healthcare delivery.” This means
being innovative, creating best practices, and conducting
research. I feel fortunate to work in an organization that
makes a commitment to developing nurses and improving
care through research, because without a designated
cheerleader encouraging potential nurse researchers,
beneficial research would not happen. In my role, I’ve
found that nurses enjoy these scholarly endeavors, yet
many do not have the experience or time to navigate these
alone. Without support from nursing administration, my
involvement and research role may not be viewed by some
nurses as time well spent. Often, the rewards of research
are not apparent until long after the research study is
completed.
Benefits of Research Activities for Staff Nurses
Involving nurses in research allows professional
and personal growth that can be an important means
for keeping nurses engaged and passionate about their

chosen vocation. Nurses have always
been innovative–they problem-solve
and troubleshoot throughout the course of every shift.
Research provides a means to articulate these innovations,
and to take credit where credit is due. It has been most
rewarding for me to observe nurses transform from novice
researcher, to hesitant presenter, to published author! For
example in our facility, a manuscript on congestive heart
failure by a palliative care nurse and her research team
was accepted by The Journal of Hospice and Palliative
Nursing. An emergency department RN developed a pain
care management program and was selected to present at
the national Emergency Nurses Association Leadership
Conference.
Research provides a vehicle for nurses to communicate
what they do, so that others can better appreciate their
contributions. More than the stereotypical, warm-hearted
provider of comfort, nurses are an essential component in
excellent patient outcomes. Their attention to best practices
and evidence-based care is crucial in ensuring patients
have the best possible results with the fewest avoidable
adverse effects. Involving nurses in research heightens
their awareness of the current literature and helps them
understand the strengths or weakness of the studies they
read.
A major benefit from my new role and the requirements
of Magnet status has been collaboration with faculty
at nearby universities for research projects and grant
proposals. This collaboration has provided a new roster
of role models, doctorally prepared nurses, who I rarely
encountered while working in non-academic healthcare
settings. Working closely with doctorally-prpeared nurses
has influenced several nurses further their education.
In addition, findings from a collaborative project on
nurses’ sleep and illness patterns was accepted for poster
presentation at the 2010 ANCC Magnet Conference.
Benefits of Research Activities for the Organization
Although my organization averaged two studies per
year during the last four years, in the past year we have
had seven projects in process or completed. Four more are
in the proposal planning stage. It seems that the word is
spreading within the organization that research is not a
dreaded word or another “to do” to cross off the list, but
instead, engaging in research is a fulfilling, enriching
experience that can improve our patients’ care. Nurses are
sharing what they know and allowing others to recognize
the significance of nursing research findings.
Author Note
Marian Wilson, MPH, RN, CHPN, is a Clinical
Research Coordinator at Kootenai Medical Center.
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RNs and a
Greener Idaho
by Dr. Ingrid Brudenell and Dr. Robin Patillo
Boise State University
Our presentation at the Idaho Nurses Association (INA)
Conference April 30, 2010 highlighted the INA’s efforts to
increase nurses‘awareness and knowledge of environmental
health. These efforts have been supplemented with a grant
to INA from Health Care Without Harm, an international
coalition of healthcare organizations committed to
working towards transforming the health care sector,
without compromising patient safety or care, so that it is
ecologically sustainable and no longer a source of harm to
public health and the environment.
A members’ survey assessed environmental concerns
and the results were incorporated into educational modules
and the INA Greener Idaho Web page. Our goal through
the work of the grant has been to educate and connect
nurses so they will take a proactive approach to protecting
the environment in their workplaces, communities and
state. These educational modules may be accessed by INA
members via the INA website at http://idahonurses.org/
displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=79.
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HRSA Nursing Trends Report Summary:
An Idaho Perspective on Nursing
Workforce Issues
by Sandra Nadelson, RN, PhD, Associate
Professor, Boise State University
sandranadelson@boisestate.edu
In March, 2010 the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA) released an initial report of
findings from the 2008 National Sample Survey of
Registered Nurses (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, Health Resources and Services Administration,
2010). The National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses
was first administered in 1977. Data have been collected
every four years since that time from active U.S. RNs. The
survey results provided interesting information regarding
registered nurses across the United States, including a
sample from Idaho.
The 2008 national sample of nurses consisted of 33,179
individuals and was drawn from an estimated population
of over three million registered nurses from the 50 states
and the District of Columbia. In the 2008 survey process,
502 Idaho RNs provided information about themselves and
their careers in nursing which makes this research relevant
to our state. The study report included several trends in
nursing that may have significant implications for the
profession nationally and here in Idaho.
Of the Idaho registered nurses included in the survey
process, 83.6% were currently employed in nursing, which
was very close to the national average of 84.8%. However,
not all state statistics mirrored the national averages. Idaho
had less than the national number of RNs per 100,000
citizens. On average in Idaho, nine hundred and sixty eight
people per 100,000 were estimated to be registered nurses,
or about one nurse for every 103 people. The national
average was 1007 per 100,000, or about one nurse for
every 99 people. This represents about 40 less nurses for
every one hundred thousand people in this state, or about 4
more people per nurse in Idaho than the national average.
The regions of New England, Middle Atlantic, South
Atlantic, Eastern South Central, East North Central,
and West North Central on average had higher numbers
of RN’s per 100,000 than did Idaho and the Mountain
region which Idaho was classified within. The District of
Columbia had the highest nurse to citizen ratio with nearly
2000 nurses per 100,000 citizens. The Pacific and West
South Central averaged less RNs per 100,000 citizens
than did the Mountain region. The two states that were
identified as having the lowest ratios nationally were our
neighbors Utah with 598 RNs /100,000 and Nevada with
618 RNs/100,000.
It is comforting to know that Idaho did not have the
lowest RN to citizen ratios in the nation. Even so, the
statistics indicated that fewer registered nurses were
available to care for Idaho citizens in 2008 than in most
states. This is particularly concerning; when taking into
consideration how geographically dispersed the population
is within our state. According to the US Census, Idaho
averaged 15.6 people per square mile in the year 2000. In
the District of Columbia, which had the highest nurse to
citizen ratio, there were over 9000 people per square mile.

The national average in 2000 was about 80 individuals
per square mile. Thus with such sparsely populated areas
in Idaho, providing adequate health care to our dispersed
citizens has added a further challenge to the State’s limited
supply of nurses.
The national nursing survey assessed other factors that
will influence the future workforce adequacy. Specifically,
the research measured the projected rates of retirement of
current registered nurses. Survey findings indicated that
nationally the average age of RNs in 2008 was 47.0 years,
which indicates an aging workforce. Fortunately, even
though the average age of nurses did increase from 2004 to
2008, according to the authors the average age seemed to
be stabilizing. Still, many older nurses indicated that they
were planning their retirements. About 77,000 nurses over
the age of 55 reported in 2008 that they would be leaving
the profession within the next three years.
The HRSA report also conveyed some positive findings
regarding nursing workforce issues. For example, the
authors reported that nurses entering the workforce were
more diverse than in years past. This is partially due to
large increases in the number of non–Hispanic, Asian
and African-American new graduates. In addition, the
number of males becoming licensed as registered nurses
has increased since 1990. Prior to 1990 less than 5% of
graduates were male. That rose to nearly 10% on nursing
graduates being male since that time.
Another indicator of professional advancement was seen
in the number of registered nurses with bachelor’s degrees.
In 2004, 31% or RNs had bachelor’s degrees. In 2008, the
percentage had risen to 33.7%. Further, the study revealed
there has been an increase in registered nurses earnings
over the previous four years, which was reported to be
above the rate of inflation. On average in 2008, nurses
reported earning $66,973. This is compared with $57,785
just four years prior.
The previous reported findings are just a few of
those included in this initial report. There are many
more interesting findings available. A brief summary
of the report can be found at http://newsroom.hrsa.gov/
releases/2010/rnsurvey.htm. In addition, the entire 27 page
document can be downloaded from: http://bhpr.hrsa.gov/
healthworkforce/rnsurvey/initialfindings2008.pdf.
More results are to be reported in the future. HRSA
personnel indicate that a final report should be available
some time during 2010. To find out more about HRSA
and to request reports be sent to your email address, go to:
http://www.hrsa.gov/.
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The Florence
Whipple Scholarship
Fund
by Grace Jacobson, PhD, RN
Florence Whipple, RN, was the Director of Public
Health Nursing of the Idaho Board of Health from 1946 to
1955. She graduated from Massachusetts General Hospital
Training School of Nurses in 1919 and later earned
Bachelor of Science degrees from Mt. Holyoke College and
the University of Minnesota. Active in the Idaho Nurses
Association, Florence often served as “devil’s advocate”
in professional discussions. Her other interests included
carpentry, miniature dolls, and sewing.
The Florence Whipple Scholarship and Loan Fund
were established at the request of her family as a fitting
memorial. Provisions of the 1956 official document
included a Board of Trustees to manage loans to “enable
nurses to be prepared for positions of leadership in nursing
through higher education …and to assist with continuing
education of Idaho nurses”. The original sum was greatly
expanded by the 1982 bequest from Marie Wiggins of
Blackfoot and donations from Kenneth Wiggins, Idaho
nurses, medical auxiliaries, INA Districts and INA
convention participants.
The first loan, in records available to the current Board,
was given in 1978. Loans given to 124 nursing students
from 1982 through 2003 totaled approximately $95,000.
The majority of the recipients paid back their loans,
albeit some slowly. Combined with the variable stock
market, loss of principal, and inability to collect the debts
(approximately $12,000), the Foundation Board formally
decided in 2004 to discontinue loans.
In 1986 the Idaho Nurses Foundation was established to
meet state tax requirements, the definition of the Internal
Revenue Service for charitable organizations, and to
provide for philanthropic activities. An Education Fund and
a Research Fund were initiated and the Florence Whipple
Fund was included under the Foundation umbrella. Since
1990 the Whipple Fund has annually provided 5% of its
asset value in the form of scholarships to nursing students.
One student from each of the existing nursing programs in
Idaho became eligible to receive a scholarship. Basic BS or
AD students are generally given preference.
Because of a continuing low income from stocks, the
Foundation Board decided in 2009 that we could only fund
scholarships to those programs in Idaho State supported
institutions. Seven nursing programs are now eligible.
Students must meet the following requirements: be a fulltime student in good standing, enrolled in an AD or higher
program, active in the student organization (INSA), and be
nominated for the award by respective faculty. As of this
time, a total of $53,640.00 has been given in scholarships.
Students who received a scholarship of $646.00 in
December, 2009 were:
Sarah Campbell
Boise State University
Cari Cardoni
Boise State University
Danae Walker
College of Southern Idaho
Chaucey Wittinger
Lewis-Clark State College
Fran de Tar
North Idaho College
For more information about the Florence Whipple Fund,
please contact Grace Jacobson via email at jacograc@isu.
edu or by calling her cell phone: (208)-339-4420.

Join INA Today

We need you!
Visit www.idahonurses.org or
call 1-888-721-8904 for more
information and to join today!
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Volunteering for the American Nurses Credentialing Center
(ANCC): Validating Nursing Expertise and Achieving Professional
Recognition through Certification and Service
Barbara J. McNeil, PhD, RN-BC
Adjunct Faculty, Department of Nursing,
Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington
mcneilb@gonzaga.edu
One of the most rewarding aspects of nursing is to
develop nursing expertise, receive recognition through
national certification, and then serve as a content expert
at the national level to influence the recognition of future
nurses who are professionally competent in a specialty.
Since 1983, I have developed knowledge and skills in
nursing informatics. Beginning in 2004, I have been
serving two terms as a volunteer for the American Nurses
Credentialing Center’s (ANCC) Informatics Nurse Content
Expert Panel (CEP). The purpose of this article is to
report on the recent activities of the Informatics CEP and
to increase awareness of the efforts and processes that
the ANCC utilizes to ensure a certification exam that is
reflective of current practice and evaluated for content
validity. It is hoped that armed with this knowledge, Idaho
nurses will pursue participation on content expert panels,
obtain and promote certification in their specialties, and
impact the certification of future nurses.
The ANCC
Credentialing is an “umbrella term” for licensure,
certification, accreditation, recognition and registration
(Goudreau and Smolenski, 2008). The ANCC is “the
world’s largest and most prestigious nurse credentialing
organization, and a subsidiary of the American Nurses
Association (ANA).”(ANCCb, 2010).
Certification is the process where recognition is
granted by an association or non-governmental agency
to an individual who has achieved pre-set qualifications
specified by that association or agency (Goudreau and
Smolenski, 2008). In nursing, since 1990, ANCC has
reportedly certified more than a quarter million nurses;
there are over 80,000 advanced practice nurses who are
currently certified (ANCCa, 2010). Board certification
in nursing has been associated with hiring decisions
(American Board of Nursing Specialties, 2005) as well
as fewer medication errors and increased job satisfaction
(American Association of Critical Care Nurses, 2002).
Certification exams assess entry-level competency
into a specialty area. On the ANCC Website, a total of
42 certification exams are listed for nursing specialties,
advanced practice nurse practitioners and clinical
specialists and for other advanced-level specialties.
According to the ANCC, about 10,000 nurses per year
take ANCC certification exams. Nurses may apply
for certification, re-certification or for reciprocity (if
already certified by your specialty). These options are
explained in detail on the ANCC Website (http://www.
nursecredentialing.org).
Role of the Content Expert Panel (CEP)
Through two expense-paid annual meetings held
in Silver Spring, Maryland, and through three or more
conference calls per year, a CEP is charged with the
development, review and revision of the specialty’s
certification examination. CEP members review and
develop the Test Content Outline to ensure content reflects
the body of knowledge for that specialty. The CEP reviews
certification exam questions developed by other expert
volunteer nurses and analyzes the practice of the specialty
(role delineation). The CEP works closely with the ANCC
staff to assemble the final version of the certification exam.
ANCC staff members are measurement specialists who
ensure tests are psychometrically sound and are legally
defensible (ANCCb, 2010).
The CEP is comprised of nurses who are board certified
in their nursing specialty and who are actively working (at
least 21 hours per week) in that specialty. Board certified
nurses may submit a CEP application (available online)
to ANCC for consideration. Selections are based upon an
applicant’s breadth of knowledge, education, and clinical
expertise in the specialty. The CEP represents a balance
of ethnic/racial backgrounds, geographic regions, diverse
career experiences and all age levels. CEP members serve
as volunteers for a 4-year term, contribute knowledge of
the specialty and work collaboratively with the ANCC
test measurement specialists to ensure “exams are fair and
accurate measures of professional competency (ANCCC,
2010, Patient Care, para. 4). Further details about CEP
eligibility criteria are listed under Content Expert Panels
on the ANCC Website.

Informatics CEP Experience Revisited
As an Informatics CEP member, I recently participated
in the Informatics Role Delineation Study meeting at
ANCC. This is one of two meetings required of our
CEP where we meet in-person at ANCC Headquarters.
Our 9 Informatics CEP members are highly-qualified
board certified informatics nurses representing different
informatics practice domains across geographic areas of
the U.S. For example, one of our member s is Director of
Clinical Informatics at a 600-bed medical center in New
York. Another member is the Coordinator of Electronic
Medical Records for a large enterprise in California.
A Corporate Manager from Florida who is also the
Healthcare Information and Management Systems society
(HIMSS) education chair provides expert knowledge
through a wide lens of clinical informatics. Representing
Idaho, I contribute my knowledge of rural nursing and
my experience and expertise in undergraduate/graduate
nursing informatics education.
For 2.5 days, we worked on the initial phases of the
Role Delineation Study, a study to analyze the professional
skills and abilities essential for the specialty role. The
purpose of the Role Delineation Study work was to
methodically:
• Phase 1: Define the “Domain” of Practice for
Nursing Informatics
• Phase 2: Link the “Domain” of Practice to the
Informatics Nurse Certification Exam
• Phase 3: Collect Evidence for Content Validity
• Phase 4: Provide a Current Test Content Outline
(TCO) for Examinations
During our time together, we embarked on Phase 1
of the Role Delineation Study. We utilized the Nursing
Informatics Scope and Standards of Practice (ANA, 2008)
to define nursing informatics “activities”. An activity was
defined as a critical task or work operation performed
on the job. According to the NI Scope and Standards
document (p. 13), the Informatics Nurse “must navigate the
complex relationships between the following elements and
understand how they facilitate decision-making:
• Data, information, knowledge and wisdom
• Nursing science, information science, computer
science, cognitive sciences and other sciences of
interest
• Nurse, person, health, and environment
• Information structures, information technology,
management and communication of information.”
The CEP utilized these elements and the 9 functional
areas of nursing informatics (ANA, 2008) to make
decisions about the activities or tasks of the Informatics
Nurse. We then identified broad areas of knowledge
needed to perform these tasks and will continue to use this
information for Phase 2 of the Study.
At an upcoming conference call and “homework”,
we will complete Phase 2 of the Study. This involves
linking NI tasks required of a certified Informatics Nurse
to the domain of NI and finalizing the pilot survey to
validate our work. The pilot study will assist the CEP in
preparation for the final survey and in refinement of NI
task list. CEP members began Phase 2 work by identifying
the Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSAs) required to
successfully perform the identified NI tasks/activities.
This summer, the CEP eagerly awaits input from the
pilot study to identify any gaps in the initial list of nursing
informatics tasks/activities and to validate existing tasks of
the Informatics Nurse. In Phase 3 of the Role Delineation
Study, the national survey of NI board certified nurses
will be conducted. From analysis of this survey (Phase
4) of responses from expert certified informatics nurses
across the U.S., the CEP will be then able to generate a test
content outline (Phase 5), which outlines the knowledge of
the specialty and is utilized by test-takers to study for the
exam.
Serving as an Informatics CEP member has been a
personally and professionally rewarding experience. As I
prepare for re-certification as an Informatics Nurse, I will
use contact hours awarded from ANCC for my CEP work.
Networking with NI experts has been a privilege.
I recommend that you share your expertise, knowledge
and skills as a board certified nurse and CEP member.
ANCC welcomes your involvement and willingness to
share your perspectives. Obtain your certification and
become recognized for your nursing accomplishments.
Make a difference in the safety and quality of care
delivered and benefit from the many great reasons
(Smolenski, 2009) for nurse certification. . Contact the
ANCC at:

The American Nurses Credentialing Center:
Certification
Toll-Free Phone:  800.284.2378
Local & International: 301.628.5250
For all inquiries, please contact the ANCC Customer
Care Center at 800.284.2378, Monday through Friday,
9:00 am to 5:00 pm Eastern Time
Email: Certification@ana.or
_______________________________________________
Dr. McNeil serves as a member of the ANCC
Informatics Content Expert Panel. She is an adjunct
faculty member for the Department of Nursing at Gonzaga
University and is Professor of Nursing (Emerita) at LewisClark State College. She provides consulting services on
program development/evaluation, accreditation preparation
and nursing informatics curriculum. Dr. McNeil reports
there are no conflicts of interests to be disclosed.

Informatics Nurse Content Expert Panel Meeting
(3/24-3/26, 2010) at ANCC Headquarters, Silver
Spring, MD. Back from left: Christine DePascale
(ANCC Test Development Specialist); Paulette
Fraser; Barbara McNeil; Melissa Barthold;
Katherine Holzmacher; Susan Vaughn; Sally
Kellum. Front from left: Eric Gates; Barbara
Vassallo; Christopher Cruz; Kathryn Hoyman.
Photographer: Chie Ohba
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